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DISTRIBUTION
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Abstract
There are two main lines of theories about income distribution, following the seminal papers of
Kalecki and Kaldor. These two theories have different aspect in terms of their assumptions about
competitive characteristics of market, capital utilization, market imperfections and the role of
government. Several studies are designed to develop these two theories and some studies use
assumptions of both theories in order to explain the income distribution. This article includes a
summary of Kaleckian and Kaldorian models; their assumptions and recent contributions to
these models.
Keywords: Factor income distribution, market structure, household saving, government debt
JEL Classification: D33, D40, D14, H63

GELİR DAĞILIMI ÜZERİNE KALECKİYEN VE KALDORCU
MODELLERİN BİR ÖZETİ
Öz
Gelir dağılımı üzerine, Kalecki ve Kaldor’un öncülük ettiği ve başkaları tarafından geliştirilen
iki ana teori vardır. Bu teoriler piyasanın rekabetçi özellikleri, sermaye kullanımı, piyasa
aksaklıkları ve kamu sektörünün rolü ile ilgili farklı varsayımlar üzerine kuruludur. Bu teoriler
başka çalışmalarda geliştirilmiştir; ayrıca iki teorik çizgiden de bazı parçalar alan çalışmalar
mevcuttur. Bu makale, Kalecki ve Kaldor’un modellerinin, bunların varsayımlarının ve bu
modellere yapılan katkıların bir özetini sunmaktadır.
Anahtar Kelimeler: Faktör gelir dağılımı, piyasa yapısı, hanehalkı tasarrufu, kamu borcu
JEL Sınıflaması: D33, D40, D14, H63

1. Introduction
There are two main lines of thought in theories on income distribution: the Kaleckian approach
and Kaldorian approach (also named as Cambridge approach). Kaleckian approach is based on
the studies of Kalecki (1938, 1954). Kaldorian approach is based on the seminal paper of Kaldor
(1955) and developed by Pasinetti (1962, 1989).
Kaleckian models assume monopolistic competition and endogenous capacity utilization. A
mark-up is added to the price. The mark-up rate is determined by the level of monopoly in the
market and the bargaining power of firms and labour unions in labour market. Kaleckian models
include labour market imperfections and class struggle.
Thus, respective bargaining power of firms and workers in the labour market affect the markup rate, hence the income distribution. In the original model, saving propensities are not defined
as variables. In recent Kaleckian models, the savings by different groups of income are included
as in Kaldorian models.
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The Kaldorian models, on the other hand, assume perfect competition and full capital utilization
or fixed rate of capital utilization in the long run. Kaldorian models equate the growth rate to
the capital accumulation rate and define the growth of macroeconomic variables with respect to
that rate. Growth affects the aggregate demand. In these models, the output is divided into wage
share and profit share. The households are grouped into capitalists and workers, with different
propensities to save and with different types of income. The propensities to save by different
groups of households are important variables for income distribution and economy as a whole.
The different groups of income do not only represent different propensities to save, but also
different levels of ownership of assets.
Government sector is introduced in models following the Kaldorian tradition. In these model,
the government spending is assumed to increase the profit share and support the aggregate
demand, hence growth.
There are studies on income distribution which include some aspects from either or both of these
two schools of thought. This study gives a brief summary of these theories. Section 2
summarizes the seminal paper of Kalecki and mentions some recent contributions to this theory.
Section 3 analyses the Kaldorian school of thought. Section 4 mentions some studies which
cannot be classified within these groups but focus on the income distribution with respect to the
public debt. Section 5 concludes.

2. Kaleckian Framework of Income Distribution
Kalecki (1938) focuses on the share of manual labour in the national income, aiming to analyse
the distribution of product of industry between profits, wages and salaries. Salaries are the
payments to directors, managers etc. in the industry and they are included in profits. Payments
to the manual labour, on the other hand, are named as wages. The author constructs a model to
examine the distribution of income in such an economy. The degree of monopoly in the industry
is an important variable in this model.
According to the model, the short-term marginal cost, m, is:

m = d m + sm + wm + rm
where dm, sm, wm, and rm are the short-term marginal costs of depreciation, salaries, wages and
raw materials, respectively. Price, p, on the other hand, is:

p = ca + d a + sa + wa + ra
where ca is the average capitalist income and da, sa, wa, and ra are average costs of depreciation,
salaries, wages and raw materials, respectively. The difference between price and marginal cost
of one unit of good is thus:

p − m = ca + (d a − d m ) + ( sa − sm ) + ( wa − wm ) + (ra − rm )

(1)

and the degree of monopoly, μ, is calculated by the following equation:

=

p−m
p

(2)
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When Eq. (2) is substituted in the Eq. (1), multiplied by the amount of output, x, and aggregated
for the whole industry, the following equation is obtained:

 xp =  xc +  x(d
a

a

− d m ) +  x( s a − s m ) +  x( wa − wm ) +  x(ra − rm )
(3)

The author simplifies Eq. (3) according to the following assumptions:
• Marginal

 x( d

depreciation

− dm )

a

is

smaller

than

average

depreciation.

Therefore

can be simplified as D(1-α), where α is a small positive fraction and

D is the aggregate depreciation. The same is valid for

 x( s

a

− sm ) ,

which is

simplified as S(1-β), S being the aggregate salary.
•

 x( w

a

− wm ) can

be positive or negative with respect to aggregate wages W,

related to the average wage-cost curve of the related industry. The author simplifies

 x( w

a

− wm )

to γW, where γ is a small positive or negative fraction.

• Average cost of raw materials is assumed to be constant. Hence

 x(r

a

− rm ) is

replaced by 0.
• Dα+Sβ-γW is assumed to be 0.
When these assumptions are applied, Eq. (3) simplifies to:

 xp = C + D + S
and when both sides are divided by aggregate turnover,

(4)

T =  xp ,

left-hand side of the

equation gives the average of degree of monopoly power (μ):

( ) =

C+D+S
T
(5)

The shares of C, D, and S to the national income can be simply found by multiplying two sides
of Eq. (5) with ratio of turnover to gross income, T/Y, as follows:

( )

T C+D+S
=
Y
Y

(6)

Kalecki (1938) claims that the relative shares of capitalists' income, salaries and depreciation in
total income are dependent on the average degree of monopoly and the turnover ratio. The share
of wages in national income can be driven from Eq. (6) as:

W Y − (C + D + S )
=
Y
Y

(7)

Then, the relationship between mark-up rate and turnover ratio is given by:

W
T
= 1 − ( )
Y
Y

(8)

The share of wages in national income is negatively related with the degree of monopoly and
the turnover ratio (Eq. (8)). The degree of monopoly and the turnover ratio are not independent,
they are negatively related.
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Kalecki (1938) asserts that in the long run the degree of monopoly has a tendency to increase.
This is to say that the share of wages decreases, whereas the share of capitalists' income and
salaries rises. This claim is verified by the data of Great Britain economy, covering 1880-1913
(Kalecki, 1938).
Kaleckian approach to the income distribution is used in several recent studies. Hein (2007)
introduced debt variable to the existing model. According to the model by Hein (2007), the price
is determined with respect to mark-up rate (m), wage rate (w) and a labour-output ratio (l), which
is constant up to full capacity. Therefore, the price, p, is given by the following equation:

p = (1 + m) wl
and the total revenue is:

pY = (1 + m) wL
where L is the amount of labour employed. Therefore, profits, Π, and labour income in total
production are given by mwL and wL, respectively. The profit share h is given by:

h=

mwL
1
= 1−
PY
1+ m

As the model assumes that the capacity utilization rate <1, then a capital-potential output ratio,
v, is defined, rather than capital-output ratio. The rate of capital utilization is u, which is equal
to the ratio of real output, Y, to potential output, Yv. The rate of profits, r, is thus given by:

r=

mwL mwL Y Y v
1
=
= hu
v
pK
PY Y K
v

Thus the rate of profits depends on the rate of capacity utilization. As mentioned above, Hein
(2007) introduced debt to the model. Debt is given by some rentiers to the firms as credits.
Hence the profits are split into the profit of the enterprise, Πn, and the interest income of rentiers,
Z; and debt-capital ratio, λ, is introduced to the model:

 =  n + Z =  n + iB

=

B
pK

where i denotes the interest rate and B denotes the stock of credit. The author suggests that the
profit given to the firm will be saved totally, whereas the profit given to the rentiers will be
saved in a ratio equal to the saving propensity of rentiers, which is denoted by sz. Therefore, a
higher interest rate under constant r, λ and sz, would decrease savings. An increase in λ would
also lead to a decrease in savings.
Hein (2018) includes a government sector and government debt in Kaleckian framework. In this
model, all profits are distributed to rentiers. Rentiers also hold the government debt, and they
earn financial income on this debt.
Therefore share of wages in total income is negatively correlated with share of profit in income
and ratio of financial income to total income. Share of profit, on the other hand, is negatively
related with the ratio of financial income to total income.
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Ünveren and Sunal (2015) analyse the reason of low labour share in total production in Turkey
and find that the labour share is low due to the high concentration rates and high price markups. The study assumes a real business cycle economy with monopolistic competition.
According to the results of Generalized Method of Moments (GMM) analysis performed with
data of Turkish economy, the gap between the labour share in Turkey (around 30%) and OECD
(65% in average) occur due to the mark-up rates. This result is in line with the above-mentioned
Kaleckian perspective.

3. The Cambridge Theory of Income Distribution
The Cambridge theory of income distribution (name given by Samuelson and Modigliani, 1966)
is first described by Kaldor (1955). Kaldor (1955) forms a Keynesian model on income
distribution. According to the theory, the society is divided into capitalists and workers, who
save some part of their incomes. The propensity to save out of profit is assumed to be higher
than the propensity to save out of wage income. National income, on the other hand, is also
divided in two categories: profits and wages. Different from the Kaleckian model, the wages
include salaries, paid to managers etc. (in Kaleckian model, salaries and managerial pay are not
included in wages, considered as a part of profits).
If the saving propensity out of profits is sp and saving propensity out of wage income is sw then
the following equations hold:

Y =W + P
I =S

S = Sw + S p
where W denotes the total wages, P denotes the total profits, I denotes investment, S denotes
total savings, Sw denotes savings out of wage income and Sp denotes savings out of profit.
The shares of profit and wage in income are given by the following equations:

sw
P
1
I
=
−
Y s p − sw Y s p − sw

(9)

sp
W
1 I
=
−
Y sw − s p Y sw − s p
If workers do not save and sw=0 , then, Eq. (9) becomes:

P=

1
I
sp

According to the equations, distribution of income between wages and profits are dependent on
the saving propensities out of wages as well as of profits and on the ratio of investment to output.
If the values of sp and sw are closer, a small change in investment-to-output ratio leads to a larger
change in the income distribution. If

s p = s w , the shares of wages and profits become zero. If

s p  s w , the system becomes unstable.
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Pasinetti (1962) aims to continue the effort to connect the income distribution to the rate of
economic growth. The author argues that the society can be grouped as "capitalists" and
"workers", with different propensities to save, as in Kaldor (1955). However, Pasinetti (1962)
underlines that Kaldor (1955) does not specify where the savings of workers are used.
Therefore, Pasinetti (1962) defines that savings by workers are used in production and yields
interest income, as the savings of capitalists do. When profit income is assumed to be shared
between workers and capitalists, the definitions by Kaldor (1955) implying the propensities to
save out of wages and profits become invalid. Workers can save out of both wages and profits.
Therefore, the propensities to save should be defined as workers' propensity to save, sw; and
capitalists' propensity to save, sc.
Pasinetti (1962) replaces the variable sp in Kaldor (1955) with sc and adds more limitations to
the values of sw and sc such that:

sw 

I
Y

to ensure that profit share is positive, and

sc 

I
Y

to ensure that wage share is positive.
As workers use their savings to gain profit, the following equations hold:

Y = Pc + Pw + W
S = sw (W + Pw ) + sc Pc

S=I
where Pw is the profit accrued to workers and Pc is the profit accrued to capitalists. The profit
share of capitalists thus becomes:

Pc
s
1 I
=
− w
Y sc − s w Y sc − s w
In this model, the economy grows and the steady-state rate of return to capital is dependent on
the rate of growth and the propensity of capitalists to save. The steady-state level of capital-tooutput ratio and share of capital income to total income is also dependent on capitalists'
propensity to save. Workers' propensity to save does not have any effect on income distribution.
Samuelson and Modigliani (1966) criticizes the above-mentioned model of Pasinetti (1962) and
name it as "Pasinetti Paradox". According to the authors, the finding by Pasinetti (1962) that
saving propensity of workers do not have any impact on capital-to-output ratio and share of
capital in total output is valid only under very limited conditions and can be reversed under other
conditions.
The "dual theorem" defined by Samuelson and Modigliani (1966) is that when the workers'
propensity to save exceeds a critical level, the rate of interest, capital-to-labour and capital-tooutput ratio and distribution of income become only dependent on workers' saving propensity
and the rate of growth.
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Steedman (1972) contributes to the model of Pasinetti (1962) by including government activity
to the model and claims that inclusion of government taxing and spending does not cause a
qualitative change in Pasinetti's model. In the closed economy framework of Steedman (1972),
workers receive transfer payments from government, in addition to wage income and profit.
Government collect taxes to finance transfer payments. The budget is assumed to be balanced.
The total stock of capital, K, consists of capital belonging to workers, KW, and capital belonging
to capitalist, KC. Savings by workers and capitalists increases the capital share of respective
group. Therefore, the following equations hold:

d
K W = s w [(1 − t1 )W + (1 − t 2 )rK W + kG]
dt

d
K C = s c (1 − t 2 )rK C
dt
The parameter r is the rate of profit, t1 is the rate of tax on wage income and t2 is the rate of tax
on profit income, G is the government spending, and k is the share of transfer payments in
government spending. In the long-run, it is assumed that the growth rate of capital is equal to
the growth rate, n, and it is the same for capitalists' and workers' share. So, the rate of profit
becomes:

r = n /(1 − t 2 ) s c

(10)

The net rate of profit, 𝑛⁄𝑠𝑐 , obtained by multiplying Eq. (10) by (1-t2) is independent of any tax
rate. Disposable income of workers, on the other hand, negatively related with t1 and t2.
Pasinetti (1989) introduces government expenditure and taxation to the former model. In this
model, a government propensity to save, sT is introduced and government expenditure is given
as:

G = (1 − sT )T
where sT can be positive or negative. This model differs from Steedman (1972) model where
there is no possibility of public surplus or debt. Government applies both direct taxes (on wage
income, profit income) and indirect taxes (on consumption expenditures of capitalists, workers
and government itself). If 𝑠𝑇 = 0, the government budget is balanced. However, as two different
taxes are defined on wage income and profit income, Pasinetti (1989) introduces two different
propensities to save by workers. One is workers' propensity to save out of wages and the other
is workers' propensity to save out of profits. In the Cambridge equation, the profit rate, r, is only
dependent upon the growth rate, gn, and saving propensity to capitalists does not change.
Although the gross profit rate depends on the tax rate on profit income:

r=

1
gn
s c (1 − t p )

the net profit rate does not depend on the tax rate, as in Steedman (1972):

r (1 − t p )(1 / s c ) g n
In the case of government debt or surplus, the savings propensities and final saving amounts of
capitalists and workers change, but the rate of profit are not affected by the government policy.
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As in the model without government, workers' saving propensity does not affect the equilibrium
level of share of profits. On the other hand, the share of wages is affected by taxation.
Panico (1997) introduces the possibility of a debt-financed fiscal policy into the framework of
Steedman (1972).
This modifies the Cambridge income distribution equation by introducing the tax rate. In this
setup, in addition to the saving propensity of capitalists, the tax rate also influences the profit
rate. As the tax rate increases, the profit rate rises.
As the model constructed by Pasinetti (1989) is a closed economy model, the public debt can
only be domestic debt. When public sector borrow, the households know that there is a future
liability of taxation for them and they put aside some of their savings. This reduces capital stock
in the economy. Therefore, Ricardian Equivalence Theorem holds: borrowing and imposition
of taxes have the same effects. It holds because in Kaldorian distribution models, saving is
dependent upon constant propensities to save and it is not likely that households are able to
smooth their consumption over time to meet tax requirements, as asserted by Neutrality
Theorem (Barro, 1974).
Pasinetti (1989) argues that if bonds are issued by the government and households who save
buy public bonds and private loans, rate of interest on these two different types of assets would
be the same. Government sector would collect the same amount of money when it issues bonds
and when it impose the taxes, because households would do extra saving in exactly the same
amount of their future tax liability. Even if there is positive interest rate nothing changes, as the
government would collect the tax to pay its debt together with the interest from households, and
pay its debt to the households together with the interest.
In a Keynesian-Kaldorian growth model Palley (1997) introduces the role of goods demand in
income distribution. The author assumes that the profit rate depends positively on the growth of
goods demand since demand will stimulate investment. The profit rate will fluctuate in order to
balance output and goods demand. If the ex-post profit rate is higher than the profit rate that
assures equilibrium in the goods market, there will be excess saving. In this case, output must
decrease, which implies a reduction in the ex-post rate of profit. This, in turn, implies an
improvement in income distribution in favour of workers. In this setup, the saving propensity
of workers is assumed to be equal to zero since the driving force is goods demand.

4. Public Debt and Income Distribution
The effect of government expenditure and debt are discussed in several studies. Modigliani
(1961) assumes that the expansionary fiscal policy has a positive impact on consumption by
households. The mechanism is simply summarized as follows: an increase in government debt
to finance government expenditure, rather than an increase in taxes, leads to an increase in
perceived wealth of households and triggers consumption. This results in a reduction in savings,
an increase in interest rates and thus, a decrease in capital accumulation.
However, future taxes which will probably be applied to finance the government debt interest
payments will reverse the wealth effect, to a certain degree (Barro, 1974). Barro (1974) argued
that in an overlapping generations framework, the mechanism claimed by Modigliani will not
work, because current generations will act as they are living infinitely.
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Mankiw (2000) designed a model, including saver and spender households, and claimed that
government debt does not alter the steady state value of capital stock or output, but influence
steady state income distribution, simply because government debt is financed by extra taxes on
spenders and savers, whereas interest rate on government debt is only paid to savers. Therefore
income inequality worsens. Impact of government debt on inequality can be examined by a kind
of welfare measure.
Some models include wealth and consumption out of wealth. This enhances the explanatory
power of the literature because people can consume from their wealth in order to smooth their
consumption. If workers and capitalist save, following Pasinetti (1989), they can also consume
from their corresponding wealth (Palley, 2012). Workers' propensity to consume from their
wealth is assumed to be lower than capitalists' propensity to consume their wealth, as the case
in propensity to consume out of income. In the model assumed by Palley (2012), propensity to
consume out of wealth is lower than the propensity to consume out of income, for both workers
and capitalists.
Wealth position of households can be defined with respect to their holdings of government debt
and therefore, the impact of government debt on distribution can be monitored more closely. In
D’Erasmo and Mendoza (2016), two groups of households are defined; both groups of
households hold government debt, but they hold in different amounts: one group has less bonds
in the initial state.
In general equilibrium models which include government behaviour, taxes on labour and capital
income, government debt and interest payments and consumption and transfer payments of
government, or a combination of these, are considered (e.g. (Flodén, 2001). Government can
finance its expenditures by increasing taxes, issuing money or collecting debt from financial
markets. In order to collect debt, government pays an interest rate. Government can collect debt
from domestic households, who does saving (rentiers' class in Hein (2018)), from private sector
or from abroad (Diamond, 1965).
Yakut & Voyvoda (2017) construct a computable general equilibrium model, in order to assess
the impact of public policies on distribution. Seven groups of representative households are
defined according to their source of income. The groups are collected in two subsets: Ramseytype households who do saving and maximize their life-time utility and non-saving households
who maximize their present time utility. Ramsey-type individuals make the intratemporal choice
between consumption and leisure. Firms, on the other hand, consist of 11 representative firms,
each one operating in a different sector. Government sector collects tax, make transfer payments
to households and firms, covers social security deficits, in addition to the public expenditures.
The authors include internal migration in Turkey as an important factor on wages, savings,
consumption levels and distribution. The results of the study show that transfers to households
leads to a decrease in labour supply, whereas government policies reduce the cost of labour
increases in labour supply.
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5. Conclusion
Kaleckian and Kaldorian models of income distribution focus on different aspects of economy.
Kaleckian models assumes monopolistic competition and attributes the income inequality to the
imperfections of the market and the mark-up rate. The Kaldorian model underlines the
importance of different saving rates by workers and profit-earners and explains income
distribution using the different propensities to save. Government is not included in the original
versions of both model, but it is added by other authors, in order to analyse the effects of
government activity on income distribution.
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